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Armed
robbery on
campus
By Dustin Alexander
Editor-in-Chief
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Carey Van Loon heads the media lab at Entrepreneur High School and teaches the children important soft skills they will need.

Entrepreneuring the future

By Dustin Alexander
Editor-in-Chief

As if no one is watching, a
high school freshman stuffs extra
lunch portions into his backpack.
The staff of Entrepreneur High
School does notice his actions.
The young man explains
that the reason he is stealing the
food is so he can bring it back

home to his little sister so she can
have dinner that night.
Rather than punish or scold
the kid, the staff member tells
him to take more food home with
him so he and his sister can eat.
The children at this school
are given a full range of support, from three meals a day to
after-school programs completely
free of charge.
“These are low-income kids

coming from traumatic homes
and traumatic experiences, so
you have to take that and pull
them into another way of looking
at life,” said Michael Ross, director of strategic partnerships for
Entrepreneur High School and
one of its founding members.
Entrepreneur High School
is a brand new public charter school built out of the old
K-Mart near the border of San

Bernardino and Highland that
teaches the regular K-12 curriculum and introduces students to
the world of starting their own
business.
The school started its first
year last August and is currently
serving its Freshmen class of 280
students.

Continued on Pg. 4...

An attempted armed robbery
took place at April 9 at about
noon in parking lot C at CSUSB.
The two suspects pulled
up to the two victims in a white
sedan, and the passenger exited
the sedan and demanded that the
victims hand over their belongings at gunpoint.
The two victims fled across
the street to the apartments on
the other side of Northpark.
The two suspects then fled
the scene in their white sedan.
The first suspect, the passenger who got out of the car to
try to rob the two victims with
the handgun, was identified as an
white adult male with a medium
build in his early twenties and
about six feet tall. He was also
said to have short brown hair and
facial hair.
The second suspect, the
driver of the white sedan, was
not identified as clearly. He was
seen to be an adult white male
with blond hair. He was also
said to be wearing a Dallas Cowboy’s hat and a gray hoodie.
The victims were not
harmed during the encounter,
and the attempted robbery was
reported to the San Bernardino
Police Department before being
handed over to the CSUSB University Police Department.
The CSUSB UPD claimed
that any impending danger to the
campus related to this crime has
passed.

More than a stigma
By Emily Tucker
Contributing Writer

Social stigmas are things
that everyone comes into contact
with, however for some it may
be more damaging to their quality of life.
In the homeless community
there are a plethora of misconceptions that individuals are
fighting against before they even
say a word. It can be easy for
those of “privilege” to forget the
humanity that these individuals
represent.

“I think people assume that
I can’t take care of my kids,”
shared Destiny, a current resident
at a Path of Life Shelter as she
hugged her sleeping three week
old newborn to her chest inside
her partially zipped hoodie.
Destiny shared that she and
her husband were staying at the
shelter with her daughters while
they waited on paperwork and
housing from the city.
“People assume that
because I’m young, and in this
situation that I’m not able to
properly care for and protect my
daughters,” said Destiny. “Just

Inside This Issue Free Speech
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because I’m young doesn’t mean
I won’t do everything I possibly
can for them.”
Destiny did not represent the
typical stereotypes many would
assume a homeless individual
would have.
This trend of prejudiced
ideas towards homeless individuals isn’t new.
Where many would be
discouraged or upset to be in this
situation, Destiny while quiet,
shared her hope and her resolve
for the future of her family.
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People assume that all homeless people fall into the same
sterotype and forget about the humanity in each individual.
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Attendees were able to buy numerous accessories and jewelry from the various vendors.

3rd annual International Market at CSUSB

By Brianna Mendoza
Staff Writer

On April 8th, International
Market event was being held for
the third year at CSUSB in front
of the library lawn. Majority of
the students view this event as a
great opportunity to learn and
explore other nationalities, meet
new people, and get a chance to
buy from the variety of vendors.
The international market
event was organized by the
Center for Global Management
in the Jack H. Brown College of
Business and Public Administration.
There were different vendors displaying a variety products for sale on the library lawn.
One vendor was selling purses
and each purse was designed
in a unique way, while other
vendors were selling items such
as t-shirts, bracelets, rings, flags
and posters.
Attendees at the event could
sign up to get passport, which
if signed by all the vendors could
be turned back in to enter a
raffle for a chance to win various
prizes.
“I’ve been coming here to
CSUSB for about 31 years since
1989 selling in between the Stu-

dent Union and University hall,”
said Ali Najafi.
Najafi mentioned that this
was his second year doing the
International Market. He did it
the first year it started and did
not come last year because of the
winds, but came back again this
year because he said it is a great
opportunity for students at this
campus to have a variety of items
to choose from.
“The good fortune bracelet
is made out of hemp plant, those
bracelets are ones we also sell
the most of every time we are out
here at CSUSB,” said Najafi.
The good fortune bracelets
each have a color with a meaning
of a good fortune that you would
like to happen in your life.
According to the vendors,
the pink meaning is “Love &
Friendship”. You wear it either
on your wrist or ankle and when
the bracelet falls off, that means
your wish will come true.
This same vendor was also
selling other bracelets, rings, and
different styles of t-shirts. His
stand was the biggest one there
with four tables full of different
items to choose from.
Harriet McRae mentioned
this is her first year selling her
purses at the international market
event. She usually sells at other

campuses or other market nights
and has been selling these unique
designer purses for two years.
McRae mentioned how
she thinks this International
Market event is a great idea to
have on campus and should be
implemented in other campuses
in order to spread a variety of
different items and products that
students might enjoy and learn
from.
“I really enjoyed getting
the opportunity to be part of this
international market event, I
would have loved it it was two
days instead of one in order to
be able to reach all students but
it was still overall a great event
to have all types of vendors here
on campus for the students,” said
McRae.
A fourth year student Evelyn
Witrago decided to see what
was going on in the library lawn
when she got out of class. She
said it is her first time seeing
something like this on campus.
“I usually go to the Redlands
night market and it’s always fun
and interesting looking at new
things, but having an international market on campus is pretty
sweet because that’s how you
get students involved on campus
events.” said Witrago.

Homless people are more than stereotypes
...Continued from pg 1
“I’m lucky my husband and
I are able to sleep here with my
daughters, but during the day it
can be difficult to find things to
do to stay out of the rain we’ve
been having,” Destiny shared.
“We’ve been doing our best, and
I’m reminding myself it’s not
forever. We’re just waiting on
temporary housing.”
Many family shelters in
Riverside operate the same way
that Path of Life does, where
residents may sleep there but
must spend the rest of the day
elsewhere. Availability is limited
however, and while there are

programs that work with individuals to provide housing, much
like at The Grove Community
Church, those resources aren’t
always available.
“I have dreams,” said
Destiny. “One day I want to go
to college and take classes,” Destiny shared. “I would love to be
an entrepreneur. I’d love to open
my own dance studio and teach
violin again one day. Right now
though in this situation it’s just
too hard. The paperwork process
is a nightmare and I don’t want
to start taking classes, and then
potentially have to move from
where we’re at now and have to
stop again.”

Each individual is different
and their personal dynamics are
unique. While society seems
to go through waves of interest
regarding homeless individuals,
it does not change the difficulties
of their circumstances.
Though some individuals
care for the homeless and try to
help where they can, they are
still mindful in the help provided.
Christopher Eguizabal, lighting director at Harvest Christian
Fellowship in Riverside has
experienced this kind of wariness
regarding homeless individuals.

Continued online @
CoyoteChronicle.net
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Letters to the Editor: President Trump Signs Executive
Order on Free Speech on College Campuses

By Hector Pimienta
Contributing Writer

On March 21, 2019,
President Trump signed into law
an executive order that would
deny federal research grants to
educational institutions that don’t
promote free speech.
This was in response to the
growing epidemic of political
correctness that has spread to
university campuses for over
the past decade and the alleged
assault of a conservative activist
at UC Berkeley in February.
President Trump stated that:
“Under the guise of speech
codes, safe spaces and trigger
warnings, these universities have

tried to restrict free thought,
impose total conformity and
shut down the voices of great
young Americans like those here
today.”
This executive order is
desperately needed as many
students such as myself are
denied the ability to engage in
a civil and thought-provoking
debate without being shut down
and humiliated at this very
university.
Critics say that this order
isn’t really needed because
colleges already allow free
speech for their student.
What they don’t know is
what it feels like for a professor
to tell you to stop questioning
their authority even though

they are legitimately wrong on
some occasions. Even worse is
when you are told to check your
privilege or labeled as racist just
for disagreeing with their beliefs
or trying to have a debate.
Even worse is when you
report it to the department chair
and they say they can’t do
anything about it.
Oh how ironic that the
professors who claim to be
victims of discrimination and
supporters of free speech are
now the ones limiting it?
President Trump’s executive
order is an important step in
reclaiming free speech on college
campuses and is an example of
his promise to “make America
great again.”

By Michael Cornejo
Contributing Writer

It’s already void. As soon as
someone wants to contest this,
it’s void because it’s all a matter
of opinion cause there is no such
thing as what is free speech,
what isn’t free speech.
I think this is just him doing
a petty dig towards people. He
just likes to do that because he
can. ‘I’m the president and I’m
going to write an executive order
to make people suffer because
I can do that’ he’s no stranger
to making people suffer for his
benefit honestly.
His idea of free speech
is someone coming with hate

speech and that something
different from free speech. If all
speech is free speech you should
value it but he doesn’t realize
that he’s contributing to an almost tyrannical dictatorship in a
sense where his ideologies are.
His ideologies are based on
business ideas, almost like social
Darwinism where ‘I don’t care
about the little person, I want to
care about the big person’.
He won’t say that openly but
his actions show it.
There’s a fine line between
somebody speaking for what they
believe in and someone speaking
towards a contributing act of
hatred and towards people of that
are oppressed and people contributing to that oppression.

Vox Pop: “Freedom of speech on campus?”

Nataly Ramirez

Laura Maras

Victor Villicana

Lesley Gaitan

Communication Studies major

English major

Pre-Nursing major

Undeclared major

“I think it’s important that there
are no biases. That it’s actually
promoting free speech in a
beneficial way. Not just to his
party or to the people he prefers,
then I think this is a good idea.”

“I feel like it’s different in a way.
What if students actually do need
help from those grants?He’s
putting restrictions that are not
even going to help out.”

“It sounds like a good thing.
I’m wondering if this campus is
supporting free speech. I think it
probably does because it’s in the
constitution. I don’t see it as a
bad thing.”

“I don’t mind free speech
because everyone has their own
entitlement of their opinions. I
don’t agree with him saying that
he only gives grants to certain
colleges.”

Sidney Sheer

Jesse Quinonez

Leslie Leech

Aris Silva

Psychology major

Communication Studies major

Communication Studies major

English major

“This whole freedom of speech is
being policed by students and not
the faculty. There’s a difference
in voicing your opinion, and
bullying. It sounds great but I
don’t trust him.”

“There is a huge difference
between free speech and hatred.
Sticks and stones can break my
bones but words can never hurt
me. There should be free speech,
but not hate.”

“In college, we are here to grow.
If an institution restricts it then
they shouldn’t get funded. In that
aspect, I agree. I feel like there’s
a catch. Let’s proceed with
caution.

“I think it’s not credible, he
himself oppresses people. Trump
has a certain mentality. I find
it weird that he’s only giving
out grants to something that he
doesn’t even believe in.”

Janelle Gonzalez
Sociology major

“I think people should just be
allowed to say whatever they
feel because that’s our first
amendment right.”

Communication Studies major

Laura Hernandez

Communication Studies major

Bryan Wilson

Janelle Gonzalez

“I believe that if President Trump
believes in free speech so much,
he should focus on journalism in
our country. He should just stay
out of universities’ business.”

“I feel it’s a good thing as long as
it’s chained to free speech, not on
what someone says they think it
is. As long as it’s biased, I think
it’s a good thing.”

“It would be unfair to some but
others don’t have it. I mean it’s
really not worth it because every
college is different. Every person
thinks differently.”

Chemistry major
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Entrepreneuring San Bernardino’s Future

Photo courtesy of Carey Van Loon

EHS revamped the abandoned Kmart building for its location.

...Continued from Pg. 1
“Education plays a huge…
You don’t wait until the kids get
to college and say okay now, we
need to prepare them. You need
to start in K-12 to get the kids
ready for the next phase of life,”
said Monique Carter, economic
development coordinator from
the San Bernardino Economic
Development Agency.
Integrating this approach
into education to uplift the
talented youth in the San
Bernardino area is part of the
county’s plan for improving
the economic state of San

Bernardino, which has already
been on the rise according to
Carter.
“The San Bernardino County
and Riverside County area has
the third highest disconnected
youth population nationwide,”
Jennifer O’Farrell, Executive
Director of Big Brothers Big
Sisters of the Inland Empire,
said. “We have a gigantic youth
population that isn’t engaged in
the community.”
O’Farrell explained
that poverty and a lack of
relationships that are not for
profit are the major issues
affecting the children in our

community and leading to them
becoming disconnected youth,
ages 16 to 25 who are not in
school or with employment.
“We’re giving these kids
an experience that no other
school is giving them by tying
them into the local business
community and introducing them
to the pedagogical approach of
entrepreneurship,” Ross said.
Having retired from assistant
vice president of the Academic
Computing and Media services
at CSUSB, Ross got involved in
helping build Entrepreneur High
School because he saw the need
for specialized entrepreneurial
education in San Bernardino.
After 27 years of service at
CSUSB, Ross felt like he was
done with education, but after
seeing the plans for the school
he was unable to stay retired and
joined REAL Journey Academies
(the parent company of the
school) to establish these types
of schools in the area.
Ross was initially resistant
to joining the team, but when
he saw the demographic that
the school was catering too, the
support that it was giving the
students and the difference in
their lives it had to chance to
make he got involved. Ross
has been involved in schools in

San Bernardino County from
his grade school days until his
retirement; the area means a lot
to him.
What sets the school
apart from others is that each
child is expected to start their
own business by the time they
graduate. How many of them
have started their own business?
Get the numbers. Do they stay or
move away?
“I think it [the school] will
be a positive impact, it’s really
in line with what Cal State San
Bernardino is doing,” said Carter
of San Bernardino Economic
Development Agency.
She expressed how the
concept of soft skills has changed
from something simple like
making phone calls to giving a
full presentation, and the school
will help these youth learn these
valuable new soft skills that are
needed in the job market.
“Every child needs a
champion, we all needed
somebody to cheer us on,
to challenge us, to push us
forward, we all needed that,”
O’Farrell said. “We need to
invest in young people, it’s our
responsibility to remind them of
the potential that they have.”
Ross says his role in
connecting students with local

businesses in San Bernardino is
particularly close to his heart due
to giving them opportunity they
may not have had before and
serving a demographic in need
of the education and support that
the school offers.
“Everybody here cares, from
the front office people to the
janitors to the security guard to
the teachers,” Ross said. “It’s a
rough crowd and it’s tiring but
we’re changing things for the
better.”
“You offer something
positive, you offer something
real, you offer something handson, and the kids are not only
thriving in it but are going to be
able to get successful careers,”
Ross said.
As O’Farrell puts it, even
if you help just one person, but
then they help another person,
and so on, it creates a chain
reaction of positivity in the lives
of the people here.
“Every little thing helps,
and if you can change the
culture of these kids to adapt to
contributing and being successful
as far as the business world and
the economy in San Bernardino,
then I think it’s a spark that will
help the overall picture,” Ross
said, “and it’s little sparks like this
that are going to make it happen.”

Animal Shelter Protest
By Destiny Johnson
Staff Writer

Concerned animal lovers
lined the street near the San
Bernardino City Animal Shelter
on April 3, protesting the city
council decision to close down
the shelter.
Around 100 people held
signs, passed out flyers and
chanted together to encourage
the community to fight to keep
the shelter open. Upon closing,
those who live in the shelter’s
jurisdiction will be forced to
drop off or pick up animals from
the Riverside shelter. Many
protesters are concerned about
the negative impact this decision
will have.
The Riverside shelter is
not equipped to service both
Riverside and San Bernardino.
Their lack of cage space will
mean that the animals will
have less time to be adopted.
“Animals will die faster,” said
Ana Arroyo, a regular volunteer
at the shelter. “They will be
euthanized at a faster rate.”
The community is also
worried that this extra distance
will decrease the chances of
owners being reunited with their
lost pets. Also, the longer drive
may increase the dumping of
animals onto the streets.

There are concerns about
the current state of the San
Bernardino shelter.“ It is horrible
and so outdated,” Arroyo said.
“When it’s hot over the summer,
we volunteer to take blocks of
ice just to keep the dogs cool.
The conditions are not meant for
the weather that we have.”
Any cat brought in a trap
is automatically labeled feral
instead of being properly
assessed. This affects their
chances of being adopted.
“If they took the time to
truly assess these cats then they
would see that not all are feral,”
said experienced cat foster,
Ashley Parada. “When someone
comes looking to adopt or
rescue, everyone wants a friendly
kitty. If they go to a cage and see
the kennel card says feral, they
just walk away.”
Those who volunteer in
the shelter say the shelter no
longer medicates the animals
for treatable conditions, despite
doing so in the past. Fleas, ticks
and upper respiratory infections
are spreading rapidly among the
animals.
Many argue that these
negative changes are a result of
the new interim manager, San
Bernardino City Police Lt. Frank
Macomber. According to the
petition, since his arrival, the
euthanasia rate has jumped from

11 percent to around 25 percent.
All of these controversial
changes have been implemented
under his management.
“At one point the animals
had beds and within the last
few months they have removed
them,” said Arroyo.
Despite their issues with
the shelter, the last thing these
concerned residents want is for
the shelter to be shut down. This,
they say, will lead to even more
problems. Their solution is to
improve the shelter, not close it.
It is their belief that the
shelter should be in the hands of
those who truly care about the
animals.
“We need to rebuild and let
it be run by volunteers, ” Arroyo
said. “I have come several
Saturdays and there are always
plenty of people who want to
help.”
They hope to encourage the
community to not only fight to
keep the shelter open, but to also
consider adopting from them.
David Garcia, a CSUSB
student who attended the
demonstration, said he adopted
a cat from the San Bernardino
shelter last year.
“He is awesome,” said
Garcia. “If anyone is looking
for a companion, a dog or a cat,
there are always animals at the
shelter who need someone to

Destiny Johnson | Chronicle Photos

Max and his owner protesting the rule that does not allow
dogs to have beds or blankets in the shelter.
open up their home to them. If
someone wants to step up and
help then I strongly encourage
them to adopt from there.”
Despite the council’s
decision, no closing date has

been officially set. However,
time is running out. Those who
are ready to make a lifetime
commitment to an animal in need
are encouraged to do so soon.
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A Healthy Body is a Perfect Body
By Vanessa Gonzalez
Contributing Writer

Yesica De Casa, student
and member of the recreation
Center of Cal State University,
San Bernardino, reported to
have been body shamed before,
highlighting how people will
point fingers instead of focusing
on the true beauty of oneself.
According to
Bullyingstatics.org,
approximately 94 percent of
adolescent girls and 65 percent
of adolescent boys reported to
have experienced body shaming
at one point. Victims of bullying
and body shamming testified to
have been repeatedly told they
are not “pretty” and are “ugly”,
making them fell awful.
However the perfect body is
not one the one of a super model
on the latest cover of a fashion
magazine but most importantly a
healthy body.
As technology advances and
social media expands, there is no
way to limit what is share on the
internet. With only a simple click
of a button, we can open Yahoo!
or Instagram and see endless
amounts of stories and pictures
of both young men and women
who are pushing themselves to
keep up with the “ideal look” or
“ideal body figure”. This type
of behavior repeated over and
over again becomes normalize,
targeting the most active group
of social media user who are

“Americans ages 18 to 24” who,
“are substantially more likely to
use platforms such as Snapchat,
Instagram and Twitter,” (Pew
Research, 2018).
“Constantly scrolling
through “perfect” photos from
friends, celebrities and models
can leave you feeling very
negatively about yourself.
It`s human nature to compare
yourself to others, and to feel
envious or jealous of what
someone else has,”
(National Eating Disorders
Association, 2018). Bottom line
is, a better way of achieving your
own “perfect” body is becoming
healthy, by watching your
nutrition and fitness instead of
focusing on others.
Melissa llamas, student
of CSUSB, said “social media
tends to play a big role when it
comes to body shaming and what
we tend to think is the perfect
body…they should talk more
about encouraging people to eat
more nutrional food and exercise
regularly, this would be more
beneficial. ”
In 2017, international
superstar, Lady Gaga,
experienced body shamming
after performing the super bowl
halftime show. Social media
outlets, such as Twitter were
flooded with negative comments
of her physical appearance,
instead of her presentation. The
talented artist did not let the ugly
comments bring her down and
responded back to her followers

via an Instagram caption, “I
heard my body is a topic of
conversation so I wanted to say,
I’m proud of my body and you
should be proud of yours too,”
she wrote encouraging others to
love themselves and to accepts
others, “No matter who you are
or what you do.”
Zara Muhassen, student
of Cal State University, San
Bernardino, stated we should
love our bodies the way they
are and focus on a healthier
lifestyle instead. She describes
the different body figures as
“different types of beauty.”
Aprilia Noer, also student
and member of recreational
center of CSUSB confessed how
she was also body shammed
before for being “too skinny”.
“I would get comments like
oh you`re so skinny, you look
anorexic” reported Noer, “Now
I don’t listen to those comments
and workout and eat nutritional
meals for myself.”
Nutrition is the first step
when it comes down to getting
into shape. Fitness enthusiast,
Mitchel Harris, of Riverside,
said, “Nutrition is very important
to me.” Being healthy does not
only consist of working out but
also what is being consumed. It
is important to not to binge eat,
nor starve yourself, in addition to
removing junk food and sweets.
Harris reported he likes to
start his day with, “30 grams of
protein, eggs and a banana for
breakfast.” A healthy breakfast

is great way to gain more energy
and feel ready to take on the day.
Harris explained how he “eats
healthy meals every day, except
for the weekends”, emphasizing
how it’s okay to have cheat days.
This will allow the individual to
stay on a balanced diet without
having to break their diet.
You can be in the gym day
and night but if you don`t eat
proper nutrition, your workout
goes to waste…people think they
can live off 500 calories a day…
you`ll lose the weight but your
actual health is not good”, said
Muhassen. In addition, Harris
recommends that a person workout at least 3 days out of the
week for short periods of time.
Jennifer Wasylenko,
exercise physiologist, wrote on
the Lifehack.org, how regular
excising will not only help you
look well but make you feel
good too. In the article she list
the following 10 reasons as to
why working out is beneficial:
better mood, improved immune
system, decreased stress, more
mental resilience, healthy aging,
life feels easier, participate
in life,better sleep, increased
energy, reduced depression,
and anxiety. “It’s not just about
getting into a better mood. It’s
about making life more joyful!”
said Wasylenko.
Body shamming is an
issue for many world-wide,
nonetheless many industries
are now moving forward with
a more positive view on body

Photo courtesy of Vanessa Gonzalez

One does not have to be
perfectly thin to have a
healthy body.

image. Such as dolls being
made in different sizes and
fashion industries including
plus size models on the cover of
magazines and runways. As Zara
said, we must “not only look
good but feel good, it`s healthy
for you.”
So there it is! No more
stressing over what society says
is the “perfect” body. Time to eat
more nutritional food, exercise
regularly, be healthy and most of
all be happy.

The Benefits of Yoga for college students
By Leah Tenczar

Contributing Writer
The stress that comes with
being a college student can be
overwhelming at times, and
students are always looking for
ways to manage their stress as
well as stay healthy and fit. Yoga

has tremendous benefits for both
physical and mental health.
Yoga is beneficial because
it incorporates both physical
activity as well as focus on the
breath through a variety of forms
of meditation.
Physically, yoga increases
flexibility and muscle strength
while also toning the body and

even provides energy.
Mentally, yoga can help
relieve stress, and muscle tension
while also increasing body
awareness and overall focus and
concentration.
These benefits are very
common for traditional yoga, but
there are a variety of forms of
yoga that can provide someone
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Restorative yoga releases tension from the body and helps busy people like students relax.

even more benefits. For instance,
Pilates is a form of yoga that
targets the core specifically while
incorporating traditional yoga
poses. Sculpt is another unique
form of yoga in which free
weights are incorporated in order
to gain muscle as well as core
work and even cardio ensuring a
work out full of sweat while still
incorporating yoga poses.
Another type of yoga
that has been a recent trend
that started last year and has
continued into 2019 is aerial
yoga. This type of yoga
combines the traditional yoga
poses, Pilates and even dance all
within the use of a hammock.
These hammocks are attached to
the ceiling which allows those
in the class to be essentially
floating.
Another type of yoga that
has become a lot more popular
is restorative yoga. This type
of yoga involves relaxing and
slowing down the body by
holding certain yoga poses for
longer periods of time in order
to get a deeper stretch. The goal
is to release any tension from the
body while being mindful of the

breath.
Johannah Bradley, yoga
instructor and owner of M Power
Yoga, a new yoga studio in
Rancho Cucamonga, believes
yoga is very beneficial for
college students.
“For college students
with deadlines, conflicting
priorities, and the need to focus
wholeheartedly on learning
and absorbing information, the
benefits of taking an hour or so
to work with your breath and
body can have far-reaching
benefits: improved alertness,
retention, emotional equanimity
and improved physical health”
Bradley said.
Brittany Norris, graduate
student at USC (University of
Southern California), believes it
can be great for college students
with busy lifestyles, because it
benefits the physical self as well
as the mental self.
“I love yoga because it’s a
form of fitness that helps with
my flexibility and core strength.
It also relaxes me and helps me
balance the mind/body” Norris
stated.
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Apps Make
Riding Easy.
Ride FREE with
your CSUSB ID.
Use your phone’s map app and
select the transit option to plan
your ride. Or use the Omnitrans
app with built-in trip planner and
NexTrip real time arrival info.
Go free. Go easy. GoSmart.
No application, special pass or sticker required,
just a current valid ID. Details at Omnitrans.org.

OMNITRANS.ORG • 1-800-9-OMNIBUS

LIVE

THE PACK

Housing and Residential EDUCATION
EXCITING BENEFITS
WHEN LIVING ON CAMPUS:

Welcome

Home,

• Pay as low as $736 per month
• Receive an earlier registration appointment
than other students in your academic level

Coyotes!

• Exclusive access to live-in faculty,
study groups and tutoring, and
student academic mentors

At CSUSB, your success

is our TOP priority!

Our new Coyote Commons provides
a large variety of healthy food
choices that taste great, as well
as comfort food and cuisine from
around the world.

• Private study areas
• Exclusive events and activities
• Free Wi-Fi

Choose tpous!
m
live on ca

• Free laundry events each quarter
• Free streaming TV service
• Utilities included – electricity,
water, heat and A/C

HEALTHY EATING

MEANINGFUL
CONNECTIONS

GRADUATION
GOALS
Students who live on campus have
higher graduation rates and graduate
faster than those who live off campus.

SAFE ENVIRONMENT
All of our residence halls and apartment buildings are locked 24 hours a day. Only
residents and appropriate staff members may access our buildings. The University
Police Department and Department of Housing and Residential Education staff
are on call 24 hours a day.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?

csusb.edu/housing

(909) 537-4155

@CSUSBDHRE

@csusbdhre

@csusbdhre

@CSUSBDHRE

Research has shown that
students who live on campus
have stronger connections with
faculty, better relationships
with their peers, and
participate in more student
activities.
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Introducing Our New Series:
Women of Invisible Empire

By Irene Molinar
Copy Editor

“Because you are beautiful
and smart, there will be lots of
people who don’t like that, and
they will show you that they
don’t necessarily like that. Do
you know what you’re going to
do?” she asked. “You’re going to
smile and wish them love…and
then you’re going to keep being
beautiful and smart—because
that’s what you’re good at.”
I was 6 years old when my
mother explained this to me.
It was her “haters are gonna
hate” speech.
It was and still is my favorite
teaching by her.
She’s the type of woman you
want by your side when things
hit the fan. This is slightly due to
her ability to step up to the plate
when it gets tough.
As the oldest of six children,
she was essentially raised with
the ideology that the safety and
care of others comes before that
of oneself.
Sure, she’s selfless and
her music taste is impeccable;

however, those aren’t my favorite
qualities.
She’s this huge figure in
my life because of one simple
yet necessary quality: she’s
unapologetic.
My mother is loud, she’s
feisty, she’s passionate, she has
the mouth of the sailor, she fights
for what she believes is right and
she sees the beauty in moments
or situations that others are
absolutely blind to.
She’s not sorry for any of
that.
From early on in my
childhood, there was tons of
commentary on who I was or
who I was going to be from
friends and family.
I remember my mom
constantly reminding me that I
never needed to be anything that
I didn’t feel comfortable with.
When I noticed I had a small
squeaky voice, she reminded me
to refrain from letting myself, or
anyone for that matter, make me
feel small.
When I noticed I had a
darker skin tone, she reminded
me to always feel comfortable
with the fact that it glows in the

sunlight and looks flawless in my
favorite color of orange.
When I noticed I had a
much more extensive vocabulary
than the other third graders,
she reminded me that I wasn’t
abnormal and could use the
opportunity to share with others
the cool, new words of the day.
This was her thing. As all
mothers have a “thing”—the one
thing that makes them superior
from all the other mothers—this
was my mother’s thing.
She consistently reminded
me to embrace every single thing
that made me different. To this
very day, my sister and I are
reminded to never apologize for
what we are.
Today, because of my
mother, I am reminded to
remember how loved I am by
myself. She’s allowed me to
remember how hard I work and
that I’d be damned if I let anyone
else’s perspective of myself to
stand in the way between me and
what I deserve.
My mom has shared this
priceless superpower with me.
For that, I’m perpetually grateful.
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My mother taught me how to love myself.

WIE Nurse for over 30 years,
Grandmother for Eternity
By Jamey Johnson
Contributing Writer

My grandmother is my
forever inspiration for everything
I do in life.
She is truly the jack of all
trades, being able to maintain
her style, work ethic, opinions,
humor and love for others.
She is my inspiration
because she has been through
everything, and is still able to
give love and receive love.
She is very old-fashioned
which is comforting in a fastpaced world that is being taken
over by technology.
My grandmother loves for
my son to play outside, rather
than sitting in front of the TV or
tablet.
She stands firm with her no
phones rule while eating at the
dinner table.
Living in the moment
is what I admire from her,
everywhere she goes she takes
everything in and has a genuinely
good time.
Her recipes of authentic
Mexican food display how

Jamey Johnson | Chronicle Photos

Family gatherings are always made easier by my mothers attitude and delight.
carefully she watched her mother
cook and why it was important
for her to learn, to be able to
pass it down to her kids and
grandkids, for when she is no
longer here we can continue
to keep her alive through her
traditions.
Always attentive and there

when you need her, we can
always count on grandma when
my sisters and I are in need.
Being in need could be
anything, from her many thrift
(Segundo) trips she always
bring us clothes for the cold that
we could layer up with, work
uniforms, sweaters, pajamas, etc.

If my three sisters or I need
help financially she made sure
she is able to help us out.
She was a nurse for over 30
years, it shows by the way she
cares for everyone.
My grandma specialized in
more than one unit in the hospital
such as burn unit, trauma center,

and intensive care.
In honor of Women’s
History Month, she was first
women to create the MediTech
program at Arrowhead Regional
Medical Center in the city of
Colton when they moved in 2013
to the hospital they’re at now.
I am in awe of the strength
you have obtained over the
course of your lifetime, through
the countless storms she has
endured.
Her and my grandpa have
created a big family rooted in
tradition, companionship, faith,
and a love that is unwavering and
impenetrable.
I feel very lucky to be raised
by a woman of such value and
because I was raised by her,
the relationship we have as
well as with all of my sisters is
unbreakable.
She is my inspiration
because I try to be the same way
she is every day of my life, by
portraying loyalty, honesty, and a
person of good values and morals
to everyone around me and with
everything I encounter.
I hope to always be a
reflection of her.
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Listening to music while studying
By Devin Renich
Copy Editor

Student success, especially
at the collegiate level, can be
motivationally challenging even
for the most dedicated students.
Between balancing a social,
academic and professional life
it can be a difficult task to stay
focused on studies, but one thing
seems to remain helpful when
students need to keep their heads
in the books.
As I walked around CSUSB
one day I couldn’t help but
notice just about everyone I saw
on their laptops or reading their
textbooks had headphones in.
Some were even bobbing their
heads to the beat of whatever
they were listening to.
I thought about it for a
moment and realized I do the
same when I study or write a
paper. I believe music is helping
me and others to study better.

I even feel that many times I
get a lot more work is done when
I’m listening to music than when
I’m not, so I decided to find
out why, and what helps other
students get their work done.
First I asked students
what they like to listen to
when studying, and why they
listen to it. The responses were
surprisingly diverse.
“I believe I study longer and
better with music. I like trance
because it’s smooth and helps
me to focus,” Cary Menijuar, a
business administration major at
CSUSB, said.
According to a research
team at Stanford University
School of Medicine, music
attracts areas of the brain
involved with paying attention,
making predictions and memory.
They also suggest that listening
to and creating music be a
possible way that the brain
trains itself to be able to sustain
attention.

Another student prefers
an alternative to music while
studying.
“I listen to music while
doing homework, but not
while studying. I prefer to have
silence while studying because
I can actually study without
distractions,” Shan’t Cazares, a
criminal justice major at CSUSB,
said.
After talking with students
I looked into the which types of
studying playlists on websites
such as Pandora and Spotify.
The top three playlists
featured on Spotify after typing
the word “study” into the search
engine are Instrumental, Study
Zone and Deep Concentration.
They are all very different from
one another.
The Instrumental playlist
was filled with a more classical
style of music. The songs
included lots of piano, and were
more or less very slow paced
songs with absolutely no lyrics.

The second playlist on the
study search was called the study
zone. This had very modern
uplifting songs with lyrics that
sang ballads. The rhythm was
still fairly slow and incorporated
much piano and guitar.
The third was titled Deep
Concentration, and it was
completely different from the
others. The songs were a much
faster pace and held a lot of
bass. The lyrics were simple and
redundant.
Professor Webster Watnik,
a full-time lecturer at CSUSB,
plays music during class periods
when students bring in their
homework to work on to keep a
relaxed atmosphere.
“I choose the club/dance
music because those songs have
simple lyrics and a strong beat.
Some of my classes are at night
and it helps my students stay
awake. I tried soft jazz once and
it put everyone to sleep,” Watnik
said.

According to an article by
Shannon L. Jewell published by
Arizona State University’s school
of life sciences, a study was done
to test the stress of participants
after listening to music.
The participants showed a
shorter stress response in anxious
situations, meaning their body
was less tired and more relaxed
after having listened to music.
It seems that no matter what
your music preference, it can
be a solid tool when it comes
to student success. Whether the
music relaxes you, stimulates
your attention span, or is only
necessary for certain academic
activities music may lead to a
more appealing quality of life.
“I believe certain people
need a certain type of music
to help them relax and focus.
Everyone is different and music
affects everyone differently,”
Robert Freitas, a computer
systems and game development
major at CSUSB said.

Relive those angsty and emo teenage years
By Bobby Horner
Staff Writer

Emo music is often associated with a nostalgic feeling that
reminds those of us that listened
to it of our teenage years. These
are the years we spent screaming
our hearts out to Panic! At the
Disco, Fall Out Boy, My Chemical Romance, and so many more
amazing bands that touched our
hearts.
Unfortunately, after what
our parents called an emo phase,
many of us have lost touch with
this genre and what it really
meant to us.
“I haven’t been to any concerts with emo music in years,”
Dayna Doidge, a Communication
studies major at CSUSB, said.
However, there are still a
variety of local cover bands and
concerts that will have you head
banging to the lyrics you once
loved.
Emo music is often associated with a nostalgic feeling that
reminds those of us that listened
to it of our teenage years. These
are the years we spent screaming
our hearts out to Panic! At the

Disco, Fall Out Boy, My Chemical Romance, and so many more
amazing bands that touched our
hearts.
Unfortunately, after what
our parents called an emo phase,
many of us have lost touch with
this genre and what it really
meant to us.
“I haven’t been to any concerts with emo music in years,”
Dayna Doidge, a Communication
studies major at CSUSB, said.
However, there are still
a variety of local cover bands
and concerts that will have you
headbanging to the lyrics you
once loved.
A second band that specializes in the emo genre is Emo
After Dark, who were founded
in 2018.
“We want to provide the
best party atmosphere with the
best live experience to all of your
favorite saddest songs that we’ve
all loved listening to growing
up”, according to their Facebook
page @emoafterdark.
The majority of their events
have been at the Gaslamp bar
in Long Beach; however, they
have expanded more recent
events to Garden Grove, Holly-

wood and Hermosa Beach. They
cover bands such as Fall Out
Boy, Green Day, My Chemical
Romance, Paramore, Jimmy Eat
World, The Killers, Panic! At
the Disco, Blink 182, Alice In
Chains and much more. Their
next major event will be held on
April 24, at Saint Rock in Hermosa Beach.
A third band that takes us
back in time is Sadurdayz, who
are based out of Los Angeles.
“When we were teenagers
we all went through so many

changes and for a lot of kids,
music was a way to express
yourself. We would all dress
a certain way, cut or grow our
hair and dye and bleach our hair
plus wear dark makeup to rebel.
These events are a great way to
come together with your friends
and relive those moments,”
Justin Tyler, a band member of
Sadurdayz, said.
If cover bands are not your
thing, there are still options for
emo bands that visit Los Angeles
while on tour. The most recent

Panic! At the Rock Show performing at
DiPiazza Restaurant and Lounge.

ones have been Fall Out Boy and
Panic! At the Disco, who both
played at the Forum in Los Angeles. However, the price point
of these shows will be more
expensive than a cover band, but
the special effects will heighten
the concert experience.
Regardless of which route
you choose, a cover band or the
original artist, it’s possible to relive those emo days and feel the
passion of music that once had
such a huge effect on our lives
and emotions.

Bobby Horner | Chronicle Photos

Fans using a photo backdrop at the
performance of Emo After Dark.
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Invisible Disabilities

You do not get to decide who is and is not disabled
By Kylie Neighbor
Contributing Writer

Imagine this. It is 6:15 in the
morning and you’ve just opened
your eyes after another sleepless
night. Immediately upon waking,
you get hit with persistently
burning and deafening pain.
You take a deep breath and
begin to tackle the day the best
you can. It’s not anything new of
course. This is the same pain you
have dealt with day in and day
out for years now.
Flash forward five hours.
You’ve harnessed every ounce
of energy and strength you
have simply to take a trip to the
grocery store.
You arrive, park in the
designated handicap parking spot
that you have a placard for and
slowly exit the vehicle. Upon
exiting, a man passing by glares
at you and shakes his head. Next,
a woman walks by and tells you
to save that spot for someone
who actually needs it.
Imagine this. You are living
with an invisible disability and
no one believes you.
We have all seen it before.
Some guy pulls up in his car,

wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
parks in the handicap spot
without a placard and runs into
the store. You roll your eyes,
shake your head and suppress the
urge to call him out.
Yes, it is irritating. Yes, it is
annoying. Yes, he is wrong.
But you don’t get to decide
who is and isn’t disabled.
“It is estimated that 10
percent of people in the U.S.
have a medical condition which
could be considered a type of
invisible disability,” according
to a report released by Disabled

World which was last updated
Oct. 2018. “96 percent of people
with chronic medical conditions
live with an illness that is
invisible.”
An invisible, or hidden,
disability can be defined as an
illness or disability that is not
physically seen on an individual.
An individual with an invisible
disability will often be seen
without any common support
devices such as a wheelchair,
braces or crutches.
While there are too
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many to name them all, some
illnesses and disabilities that
are considered invisible include
rheumatoid arthritis, cystic
fibrosis, diabetes, anxiety,
depression, traumatic bodily
injuries and the medical
conditions that accompany them,
chronic pain, and many more.
The lack of physical
evidence of one’s disability
is often the catalyst for others
to make rash and incorrect
assumptions about a person’s
physical capabilities. However,

acting on frustration and anger
can cause lasting damage.
Confronting a disabled
individual about their disability,
or lack of, invalidates what they
are going through and no one has
the right to do that.
That individual may have
been told today that their
condition has worsened. Maybe
their insurance no longer covers
the medication they need. Or
perhaps they are just so tired of
living with pain and only wish
that they never had to park in
another handicap spot for the rest
of their lives.
The truth of the matter is,
you never know what someone is
going through. This is true in all
aspects of life.
Everyone is dealing with
challenges and frustrations in
their lives that others cannot
see with their eyes. Individuals
with hidden disabilities are no
different.
To combat the epidemic
of judgment on those with
invisible disabilities, it is
important to deploy empathy
and understanding in situations
where a knee-jerk reaction feels
warranted and to accept that
seeing is not always believing.

The real victims of the Jussie Smollett hoax

By Ashley Balmaceda
Staff Writer

In 2015, the Charleston
church shooting was a hate crime
against the black community that
killed nine people.
Just two years later, in 2016,
the Pulse nightclub shooting, a
hate crime against the LGBTQ+
community, killed 49 people.
To this day, racism and homophobia are two issues that are
still very much alive and more
common than we think.
On Jan 29, news broke that
Empire actor, Jussie Smollett,
was the victim of a heinous, homophobic and racially motivated
hate crime. With a noose around
his neck and bleach poured on
his skin, Smollett claimed to
be beaten and called slurs. The
details of the crime were so dark
and disturbing that it seemed like
everyone was showing their love
and support for the actor.
As the weeks have gone by,
there have been twists and turns
in the case that prove Smollett
staged this hate crime to further
his acting career.
Smollett was arrested for
falsifying a police report on Feb.
20. On Mar. 8, Smollett was
indicted on 16 felony counts by a
grand jury.

Jussie Smollett leaving Cook County Jail.
This revelation has been a
shock to many and has, rightfully
so, ignited outrage.
What Jussie did is despicable and there is no way to excuse
his behavior. But what has resulted from this is more conservatives and liberals attacking each
other.
One search on twitter and
you can see each side taking this

case and using it to make the
other look bad.
Can everyone just put their
political affiliations aside and
think about the real victims here?
The fact of the matter is, the
only victims that suffer from this
hoax are queer people of color.
As horrible as it is, hate
crimes happen. None of them
have gotten nearly as much
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coverage as Smollett’s “attack”
did. This hoax gives people the
opportunity to discredit other
victims and survivors of hate
crimes.
People are going to use this
incident as an example to justify
their victim blaming.
It is important to note why
we were all so quick to believe
Smollett. With the current politi-

cal climate, the idea that someone was a victim of a hate crime
is not a far fetched idea. We live
in such a hateful time where people are more open than they have
been in recent years to share their
discriminatory opinions.
In 2017, the FBI released
statistics that showed hate crimes
have gone up 17%. Their analysis showed that the LGBTQ+
community is the most targeted group for hate crimes and
the black community come in
second.
What Smollett did was take
advantage of a very realistic fear.
In the era where the #MeToo
movement encourages all of us
to believe in victims, what Smollett did was reverse the progress
that has been made.
We need to remember that
queer people of color have to live
life not knowing if they are going
to face discrimination, or be
attacked simply for existing.
It is more important than
ever to support these marginalized groups. One lie does not
represent the entire community.
As allies, it is our duty to not
let their decades of struggle and
fight be discredited.
Smollett’s hate crime was
a hoax, but the violence these
communities face is not.
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Superhero Therapy
Captain America say what?

By Emily Tucker
Contributing Writer

Screenshot captured by Blain Park
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Party through
virtual reality
By Blaine Park

Contributing Writer
Party smarter without
burning a hole in your wallet.
It’s possible with virtual reality
concerts.
A few weeks ago, Fortnite
and DJ Marshmello put on a
virtual reality concert in the
game world.
During the game, players
were virtually transported to a
massive arena where Marshmello
gave an impromptu concert for
the fans.
For the first time in the
mankind history, fans from
all around the world were
brought together at a concert
venue without having to
schedule or pay for any travel
accommodation, all possible
thanks to virtual reality
technology.
Virtual reality concert
is the entertainment that will
accommodate the needs of many
people. Not only will it help
music fans save money, as they
enjoy the live concert experience
in their homes, but also, it will
serve people with disabilities.
While most concert venues
implement facilities and spaces
for people with disabilities,
going to concerts filled with
hundreds of thousands of people
is always challenging for people
with disabilities.
They claim to be friendly or
accessible to the concert goers
who are disabled, but they still
face challenges.
It can also be so loud in
venues and people have a hard
time hearing you because you
may be small or can’t even see
the artist half the time unless
someone is holding you up.
They don’t have separate
parking for people who are

disabled because everyone has
to walk in the same one entrance
and one of few exits.
And since some of the
spaces are older building and
some of the land is not meant
for music festivals to take place
there is always challenges
lurking around. We just need to
make sure that we know what
were up against so we can better
prepare ourselves for next time.
The best part of a virtual
reality concert is that one gets to
pick the best seat in the house.
Instead of paying hundreds, and
even thousands of dollars, on
the front row seats, anyone can
take that VIP seat at no cost.
Moreover, no one has to worry
about keeping an eye on presale tickets since there will be
no sold-out shows in the virtual
world.
Times are changing with
the fast-paced society we live
in, we must adopt to technology
because Virtual reality concert
has just opened the new chapter
in entertainment. It will open
doors for a fresher experience.
You no longer have to do
what is traditional about enjoying
music and do something
different. Everyone is unique
down to our own taste buds
because we see what others don’t
see sometimes.
We go beyond what can be
done and like what Walt Disney
said “Keep moving Forward”.
People with disabilities are not
limited because of what can be
done. The future holds better
and brighter things and what can
come of it will be an experience
much like this one.
With just a little more effort
we can enjoy the things we have
in common which is music and
our need for unity with one
another. Music is a universal
language that speaks to all of us.

Captain America might not
typically be the first thing that
comes to mind when discussion
matters of psychology and
mental health, but that’s not to
say it’s entirely off the table.
“Superhero therapy is
utilizing pop culture and
superheros to relate to clients
as a mental health provider,”
explained Travis Adams a
Marine Corps. Veteran who
served for 9.5 years, who has
taken his love of pop-culture, and
a Masters Degree in Social Work
and combined them to benefit
veterans.
When asked about how how
superhero therapy works he was
able to give some insight on why
it can benefit veterans.
“Being able to understand an
individual isn’t alone in handling
a situation or issue that they are
struggling with is important,”
said Adams. “When a person
is going through symptoms of
a mental health diagnosis and
sees a character going through
something very similar it
gives them hope that they too
can overcome this and shows
them that they are not alone
in experiencing such intense
feelings.”
“When working with
veterans who struggle from
mental health, specifically PTSD

I have been able to use superhero
therapy to help relate terms and
symptoms in a way that is easier
to understand as well as allowing
the individual to not feel alone,”
said Adams.
The idea of superheros in
psychology has been used in
various ways over the years. The
concept was formally executed
by Dr. Janina Scarlet, who
created superhero therapy and
also wrote the accompanying
book. Scarlet is one of Adam’s
colleague’s. Adam’s shared
that “when she worked with a
client who struggled with sexual
assault and it was through Buffy
the Vampire Slayer that the
patient was able to express her
feelings.”
“When I teach Anger
management I discuss the
Incredible Hulk, specifically his
role in the first avengers movie,”
Adams explained. “Throughout
the movie Bruce Banner (alter
ego of the hulk) is constantly
being bothered by Iron Man,
(Tony Stark) to turn into the
Hulk. At the end of the movie
Banner tells Captain America
how he is able to control the
Hulk by always being angry.
When I teach this to my veterans
I let them know it’s okay to be
angry, but it’s the aggression
piece that we must reduce in our
lives.”
“The books I contributed
to are part of a series by the
psychgeeks,” said Adams. “The

series initially started when Dr.
Travis Langley wrote Batman
psychology, a dark and stormy
night.”
“The series uses superheros
and pop culture to help explain
various aspects of life,” shared
Adams. “Often focusing on
mental health but there are other
topics too such as masculinity.”
The series has used pop culture
fandoms such as Star Wars,
Star Trek, Doctor Who, Wonder
Woman, Supernatural, Daredevil,
and Westworld. Black Panther
comes out in June and The Joker
comes out in September. The
contributors to these books also
speak at comic conventions
around the country discussing
these topics on panels.”
“I think this is the perfect
way to open up dialogue in ways
that were previously blocked by
stigma,” said Adams. “I had a
veteran who struggled really bad
with PTSD and it was through
talking about his favorite show,
Supernatural, that we were able
to build rapport with one another
and discuss his trauma and
symptoms he has experienced.”
“Often we have found that
when someone has another
source to relate to it helps them
express their thoughts and
feelings which then can be used
to help them grow into Post
trumatic growth versus stress
disorder.”

Citlaly Carlos | Chronicle Photos

Panelist, James Knight III opens the panel discussions by talking about the role of
superheroes in our lives.
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Inside the world of
craft beer trading
By Devin Renich
Copy Editor

Over the last few decades in the
United States small craft beer breweries
have been opening up nationwide.
According to the Brewers
Association most bars and stores
around the country were limited to offering only light style
lagers, which lead to an increasing amount of home beer
brewers around the 1970’s.
Because of this, the craft
beer industry has exceedingly
grown over the past couple of
decades. Many small breweries have opened all over the
United states and have created
communities of all kinds.
All different groups of
people have gotten into the
world of craft beer trading.
It’s become social community
which has developed through
websites, social media, and
special beer events.
Trading depends on the
what is popular at the time,
what people desire, and what
beers are rare or only available
in certain regions.
Trading can be done by
meeting in person or trading

via mail. Mail is best when distance is too far, like trading from
one state to another.
Gregory Gammon a craft
beer enthusiast and trader has
been trading for about three
years and first held interest in
beer after trying a New Belgium
Fat Tire.
“I would just be in the
grocery store looking at all the
same stuff I looked at every day
and trying to pick out something
new to try. From there, I don’t
know, it just sort of evolved. I
started trying all different beer,
and trading and eventually even
started making my own beer,”
said Gammon.
The beer exchange is a website that allows subscribers to
create an account encompassing
a beer profile which show cases
beers they have for trade. Users
can also buy beer and have it
shipped to their door as well list
beer they desire.
The profiles are based on a
rating system to keep users away
from bad situations and make
it more appealing to trade with
each other.
Tavour and untapped are
beer apps which are known for
discovering rare beers and find-
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ing out which beers are popular in
certain areas.
Beer events where people
breweries release certain limited-edition beers can sell out within
hours and tend to have big crowds.
A few beers that are popular
among the trading world currently
are hazy IPA’s (Indian pale ales),
milk shake hazy IPA’s and barrel
aged stouts.
Cantillon brewery from
Belgium is really sought after,
hard to get and sought after for
it’s sours. Most breweries make
sour try to imitate the style
from this brewery. People will
pay hundreds of dollars for the
beers from this brewery, like
for a four pack.
According to Gammon,
some good tips for people
wanting get into craft beer
trading are to be generous
with what you send in order to
deliver good energy. Another
good tip is to send out packages
when you say you are going to
send them out.
“I would just say if you’re
going to go about the actual
trading, just be courteous, take
it seriously and give good energy that you want to get back,”
said Gammon.
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Jason Samp
Art 291
March 18th, 2019

Final Artist Statement

Since their debut in late 1964, the
Ford Mustang has become one
of the most iconic muscle cars of
all time. A very large amount of
the early production models have
been rolled into junkyards and
crushed for scrap a long time ago.
The ones that remained created
a valuable market for gearheads
and car enthusiasts to drive,
build, and collect. This collection of photos shows the many
different conditions and stages
of restoration that these classic
cars exist in. Some of the images
serve as representations of the
personalities of their owners, another is a sort of critique of the
current status of the restoration
market, and others are experimental photos.
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